
Kathleen’s Recent Reads—November 

Fiction 

A Line to Kill by Anthony Horowitz 

Detective Hawthorne and his “biographer”, Horowitz, are invited to a literary festival on one of the 

Channel Islands in order to promote their forthcoming book. Unfortunately, the dead bodies begin to 

accumulate, Hawthorne is faced with an old foe, and Horowitz, as always, remains none the wiser as to 

the killer’s identity. This third in the series is just as funny and witty as its predecessors. 

The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo by Taylor Jenkins Reid 

Evelyn Hugo, a legendary Hollywood star, specifically requests that unknown journalist Monique Grant 

be given what’s billed as an exclusive, final interview. The reason for this, and the story behind the seven 

husbands, is slowly revealed in a stunning, haunting story. 

We Run the Tides by Vendela Vida 

Friendship and betrayal among a group of teenage girls in an upscale San Francisco suburb drive this 

coming of age novel. Vida beautifully portrays the fraught immediacy of a thirteen-year-old’s problems, 

and deftly captures the details so important to an adolescent, creating a crystal clear picture of these girls 

and their lives. 

The Inn at Tansy Falls by Cate Woods 

A young English woman travels to Vermont to scatter her best friend’s ashes in a town with special 

associations, and while following her friend’s itinerary to get the maximum Tansy Falls “experience”, 

come to see its special appeal. Cozy and heartwarming. 

Audiobooks (available on cloudLibrary) 

The Vineyard at Painted Moon by Susan Mallery 

Mackenzie Dienes, an orphan, got a package deal—husband, career as a winemaker, and a loving 

extended family—when she married her best friend’s brother right out of college. But when her marriage 

crumbles 10 years on, she must reinvent her life and learn how to stand on her own. Grab a glass of your 

favorite wine and settle in as you cheer on Mackenzie. 

The Library of Lost and Found by Phaedra Patrick 

When Martha Storm finds a book on her doorstep signed by her late grandmother after the date she 

supposedly died, she begins a journey that will literally change her life. A library, a small town, and 

solving troubling family dynamics with a twist of romance? Yes, please!  


